
  

SELECTION  COMMITTEE OF THE 

STUDENT  MEDIA  ADVISORY BOARD 

Minutes for Saturday, February 24, 2018, at 

8:30AM – 10:30AM AB, Room 212 

 

1. CALL MEETING TO ORDER 
Meeting was called to order at approximately 10:30 AM on February 24, 2018, in room 212 of the Ansari Business 

Building. Presiding Secretary, Kaitie Christensen.  

 
2. INTRODUCTIONS 

 
3. ATTENDANCE 

 
4. INSIGHT MAGAZINE SELECTION PROCESS 

Andrea Heerdt said she was rerunning for Editor in Chief of Insight Magazine. She was the editor this past school 

year. She was a journalism major with an emphasis on news, graduating in 2018. She writes freelance for Reno News 

and Review’s Art and Culture Section. She was one of two students nominated for American Society of Magazine 

Editors. She has a heavy social media background and was a member of a PR club on campus. She is applying for 

internships this summer to bring experience back to Insight. She has been a part of Insight her entire career at UNR. 

She was hired as the art director for Insight and volunteered to write. Last year she was elected for editor. She was 

running again. She has mastered every skill to produce a magazine and website, including writing, photography, social 

media design, budgeting, web design and layouts. To be a great editor, you had to master every skill to fill in for staff 

members. You have to be able to compensate and produce content if anyone is unable to perform a role. She had to 

jump in and know all of the stylistic things. If the web design doesn’t have time to upload stories, she had to manage 

the sight. Last year they increased the number of stories. So far, this year they had 70 stories for their print stories and 

20 web stories. They were going to do a pre-summer issue. They only had 30 last year. She redesigned the website this 

year and increased the volunteer pool. They had a rebranding this summer. Before she was editor, Insight had an 

identity crisis. This year they have a strong sense of who they are. They had a successful launch of their new magazine 

and were analyzing clicks and reading times. They received media passes for Snow globe for the first time. They 

gained a large music journalism following. According to Google Analytics, most of their stories were WPR artist 

spotlights, concert reviews, and Q and As with bands. They paired up with the journalism school and got shout outs for 

stories. They were resharing profiles and working with bands and getting engagement with organization. Her personal 

leadership style involved having clear expectations and deadlines. She gave everyone a deadline calendar with word 

counts. She liked to give new volunteers opportunities to share their work. They have brainstorming meetings and try 

to squeeze everyone in. She had workshops to teach staff members and skills for Insight and personal use. They 

worked with their photography editor and taught people to use a camera. She uses firm but loving criticism with the 

volunteers to create the best publication possible. Every single draft goes through three rounds of copy editing and 

suggestions. Photos are given critiques and criticism as well. She planned on using the first Amendment with Insight 

by knowing different copyright laws and teaching volunteers and staffers. They have to protect confidential sources 

through shield laws for anonymous sources and copyright laws with books. Nevada has pretty liberal shield laws. They 

are aware of libel and slander laws, and she is aware what is factual vs what is opinion, and malicious speech. Insight 

knew their brand, their readers, and what does best. Her goal was to move towards a multi -media future. She would 

like to create a multi- media position where they hire a videographer. They could publish photos into a video format 

with a text overlay, that way if people chose to watch a video they can read an article as well. She wanted to increase 

readership both digital and in print. She wanted to continue to increase engagement, such as those different businesses. 

She wanted to get more interaction with the community and have more events on social media. She wanted to go to 

more music festivals because those were popular and more were coming up.  

 

Ms. Lujan said she mentioned rebranding. What does that mean? 

 

Ms. Heerdt said before she was the editor, they had different social media handles and inconsistent images. The point 

of a brand is that people can trace it back to Insight without confusion. This way people know that Insight is UNR’s 

feature magazine.  

 



  

Mr. Garcia said how would she describe the identity of Insight? 

Ms. Heerdt said the website used to be the staff page and it only had half of the staff members. The previous editor 

said Insight was in-between Sagebrush and Brushfire. That is not true. They are a quarterly magazine that features a 

broad range. No one really knew what Insight was, how often they published, or if they had web content. She gave 

them a strong identity. 

 

Alexandra said the first time she saw this magazine, she was intrigued. All the voices writing for this magazine were 

things she thought about every day. She thought that if everyone is already talking and speaking how she does, this 

would be a good fit for her. She realized that she needed to put herself out there. She submitted an article to Insight. 

She was hoping to get it published in the next issue. She hasn’t heard back yet. It was about post-festival depression. 

She wrote this article while experiencing post-festival depression. This magazine defined her. It was important to hear 

what other people have to say and what other people have to bring. This magazine relates to what she feels. Her 

experience as a writer in the past, she wanted to write about everything and everything. She was excited to write 

something. She always had a book with her because she was always writing something. She was told that more people 

wanted to see more of her work and she was hoping to get published to change that. She was an extrovert who wanted 

to hear everyone’s stories. She wanted everyone to get published on something. She was a hard worker. She had never 

been late before except for today. She was dedicated and organized. She liked things to be on time. Today was a bad 

example of that. She liked being on time except for her work. She believed that exercising freedom of speech is 

important and college students have a lot to say and share with the public. Freedom of the press is important. Everyone 

has to say something and they can guide students to share those ideas.  

 

Ms. Hurt said what multimedia experience do you have 

 

Alexandra said she was new to this but she was learning photoshop and illustrator.  

 

Mr. Solis said based on what you have seen of the Magazine, what needs to change?  

 

Alexandra said she thought that, when she was looking through it, the reason she wrote the article because she saw a 

lot on music festivals. She thought the opinion section needed to be changed to have more diverse opinions about more 

things and subjects. She thought they were all similar.  

 

Mr. Jackson said building off that, if she got elected, what direction did she see Insight going toward/ 

 

Alexandra said a positive one! She wanted to make Insight more well known. When she talked to people, not many 

people knew about it. She enjoyed it a lot and wanted to share it with more people. She wanted to push it to get a 

greater viewing 

 

Mr. Solis asked how she would do that 

 

Alexandra said advertising 

 

Mr. Solis said what kind 

 

Alexandra said she was in a sorority and all they do is advertise. They could put fliers up around the joe and table. 

That would be most effective 

 

Mr. Huffman said she talked about how writing was important to her. The flipside of that is editing. What is her 

experience editing? 

 

Alexandra said in high school she enjoyed editing other people’s papers and she got good at finding mistakes in 

people’s papers. She found joy in finding mistakes in people’s papers. She was thorough and she thought she liked it.  

 

Ms. Lujan asked her major 

 

Alexandra said she was international business and she was now journalism.  

 

Mr. Delbecq said journalism is interesting. Her mom is a journalist. With journalism, there were a lot of deadlines that 

had to be met to make a magazine. She didn’t have too much experience with insight, but she did submit something. 

How is she with deadlines and how strict can she be? Not to say you have to be cruel, but how firm are you with 

deadlines? How do you stand your ground and what experience do you have? 

 

Alexandra said extremely. She followed the rules. To get people motivated to finish deadlines was one of her 

strengths. She held a position in her sorority and there were deadlines all the time. She was good at getting those 



  

deadlines finished. She was going to law school which was why she switched her major.  

 

Mr. Garcia could he endorse? 

 

Nichole Collins said to explain why he would endorse a candidate 

 

Mr. Garcia said he would like to endorse Andrea. He has seen Insight grow and there was an emphasis on rebranding. 

She worked on having that as a focus and to stay on top of it at all times. She was dedicated and wanted to follow 

through. There was a difference between Davis and Andrea. Andrea was a lot more organized and effective.  

 

Ms. Hurt said she was with insight across three editors. Andrea was the hardest working editor and she put  

improvements into the magazine.  

 

Ms. Lujan said she agreed. Andrea was qualified and organized and the best for growth of the magazine.  

 

Mr. Solis said one candidate is qualified and the other is not.  

 

Ms. Carlson said Alexandra should start as a volunteer because she has passion.  

 

Mr. Huffman said he would second that because Andrea was working with Insight her entire college career. She came 

up with a digital magazine to make sure people had something to read over break. Andrea seemed to have real 

strategies and information. The other candidate didn’t have experience because she was new.  

 

 
5. PUBLIC COMMENT 

Mr. Delbecq said by observing them, Andrea was far more prepared. He thought that they should encourage Alexandra 

to volunteer. He gave them props for applying and showing up. When he was applying as the editor for Brushfire with 

the idea that if Donald Trump could get into the primaries, he could get this job. And he did get the job. But he thought 

Alexandra was a bit of a stretch for editor in chief. If she is passionate she will follow up and seek out volunteer 

opportunities. Whether she volunteers here or elsewhere for other job positions.  

 
6. VOTING AND APPOINTMENT OF INSIGHT MAGAZINE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF  

The body voted unanimously in favor of Andrea Heerdt for editor in chief.  

 

 

7. ANNOUNCEMENTS  

Nichole Collins announced that Andrea won but she encouraged Alexandra to volunteer and stay involved. Based on 

experience, they thought that Andrea would be a better fit. Thank you for coming in Alexandra.  

 

8. BRUSHFIRE LITERARY & ARTS JOURNAL SELECTION PROCESS 
Alexandra said when it comes to this, she was interested in looking at it again last night. What she found was that she loved 

the art in the Brushfire. She was really artsy, she almost majored in art, which was cool. She thought that when it came to 

art, you didn’t have to do it any certain way. It was artistic expression. She thought it was important for people to express 

themselves in art. It can show you as people. People can interpret things differently. This newspaper shows you what other 

people are thinking and how you can be passionate without being critical. She encouraged originality and passion. She loved 

it when people brought new things to the table. When people describe their art she thought that was really cool. Sometimes 

when you are a reader, you don’t know what the artist is thinking. Sometimes you can get a backstory from knowing a little 

bit about the artist. She interprets art in a deep way. It was important for readers to realize what the artist was thinking. She 

has been involved in art and art museums and other people who do art all the time. She realized that having a creative outlet 

is a big deal. A lot of people need that. She feels as though the website was inviting to submit things. The submit button was 

noticeable. You can click that and share with everyone. She thought that would encourage people not to be intimidating by 

the submit button. You never know what someone can create unless you give them a chance. As an editor, she would give 

everyone a chance to see what they are thinking. If they didn’t have that, look around, this room is boring but it is art. She is 

an extrovert and she likes to get out there and bring other ideas in to give everyone a voice and a chance to express 

themselves through their art. You can draw a circle and it would tell about your soul. Going back to the first amendment, it 

was important to exercise you right to freedom of speech and to the press. There is nothing more important.  

 

Ms. Lujan said what experience do you have in art 

 

Alexandra said in high school she was involved in murals. When she was in AP art, her teacher sent her to the art museum to 



  

interpret art and the artist. She will sit in the art museum and redraw things.  

 

Mr. Huffman said he was the literary editor for Brushfire. One important aspect was having some degree of background in 

literary arts. Sometimes people will write something and if you don’t have experience, it’s hard to see what they are getting 

at and how to judge that or rank it. What are her experiences in literary arts or written arts? 

 

Alexandra said it came to more than just drawing, when it came to poetry and short stories, she was diverse when it came to 

poetry and old English. You would always catch her with an old English book. She was really into Shakespeare. She has 

always been close to poetry because of her experiences, which she didn’t want to get into. It’s important to know how people 

are expressing themselves in different ways and understand that not everyone is intrigued with it. People are describing what 

they feel. It’s more important to describe what you feel than to let people guess what you feel.  

 

Mr. Delbecq said right before Edgar left, Percy was scheduled to take his place.  

 

Nichole Collins said he could be in public comment.  

 

Ms. Lujan said what would you bring to Brushfire 

 

Alexandra said when she was looking through it, she saw that not everyone had photos at the bottom. She wanted to describe 

more but not make writing too long. She wanted to bring a more subdued version of that. This creative outlet is so inspiring 

she wouldn’t actually change anything.   

 

Tyler Ewing said she was running for Editor in Chief for Brushfire. She was a volunteer DJ for Wolfpack Radio since spring 

2016. She cohosts a two hour radio show. She was in charge of the PR for the radio show and making posters, buttons, and 

running the Instagram. She was a photographer. She got her last photo published in the last Brushfire. She was familiar with 

Adobe Photoshop. She was an associate editor for NSURJ. She had experience writing grant proposals and making 

deadlines. She Instagrams changes over time because it changes every semester, so they wanted to reflect that in their online 

presses and overall presence. Buttons are a great way to promote yourself. A lot of people have gotten interested by giving 

out buttons. They keep the audience interest and provide ways for people to listen if they can’t listen live. They keep 

Brushfire up to date online. You can always have more media. There are always new students who don’t know about this. 

The journals get better every semester. It’s important to keep everyone interested. She promoted teamwork with her 

leadership style. Certain people are better at things but if they work as a team, some people can help others with things they 

are better at. Some people are better at visual arts or literary editing so that they can work towards making a good journal 

every semester. Communication is important to communicate with coworkers and volunteers to make everyone more aware 

what they are up to to promote progress. Personal deadlines or personal benchmarks can be used to keep people accountable 

before the hard deadlines and keep track of progress. She knew a lot about Brushfire, she was following them. There are a 

lot of tabling events and literary workshops. It would be cool to see more artistic workshops and lead them by a local artist 

or someone who has been published. They have poetry slams and release parties, but they could expand those to small 

galleries to share the art outside the journal. A micro gallery would be cool. Possible collaborations would be cool. A lot of 

artists find out about the call for art after the deadline, so it would be cool to have a party before the deadline to get all the 

artists together. They accept art all over the place, but they should focus on the campus community as well. They are a 

campus artistic journal for students to express themselves. It was important not to hinder student opinions. The tabling event 

to discuss DACA was really cool, and it was cool that Brushfire was supporting student opinion beyond artistic freedom. 

They are a representation of the student body and should support student opinion and expression. She brought knowledge of 

local artistic communities, creativity and perspective through the Wolf Pack Radio, she strives for efficiency and growth, 

and it would be cool to strengthen the art community here.  

 

Ms. Carlson said she was the PR manager. How did she see that growing and expanding publicity? 

 

Ms. Ewing said small free things that people can take, they love that. It’s great when people wear buttons on their backpack 

because people can ask questions. Small gatherings can get people interested in finding out what Brushfire was. Being online 

is important these days. There are loads of options for that.  

 

Mr. Huffman said she brought up getting a huge increase in volunteer interest, and the current systems they have, a lot of 

people come to the first few meetings and are really interested, but because there are no set positions for them to get paid, 

they end up taking off. Did she have any ideas to develop more roles for volunteers? 

 

Ms. Ewing said was there someone in charge of volunteers? 

 

Mr. Huffman said it was a shared thing.  

 

Ms. Ewing said communication was important. Having meetings was important. Communication is the next best thing to 

keep in touch with them to make sure that they are still interested. Improving communication is the best step.  



  

 

Mr. Huffman said how did she involve herself with volunteers in the past? 

 

Ms. Ewing said she had never been in charge of many volunteers. Wolf Pack Radio had a squad of volunteers. She could 

talk to see what system works best. She had never personally been in charge of volunteers. She has had her own 

responsibilities with the radio show. It might be good to delegate people to be in charge of volunteers.  

 

 
9. PUBLIC COMMENT 

Mr. Delbecq said he had a few questions. This semester, they had over 300 submissions before their March 4th 

deadline. Not just form in state, also from out of state and out of the country. It was pretty amazing. It can get 

overwhelming. How would you go about the review and selection process for literary and art selections? 

 

Alexandra said would she do this herself 

 

Mr. Delbecq said no, she would have the other editors and visual and literary arts panels of volunteers.  

 

Alexandra said teamwork makes the dream work. The submission button was not intimidating.  

 

Mr. Delbecq said how would you deal with that 

 

Alexandra said if you break down what you have to do, you can get 300 submissions done in two weeks or three 

weeks or a month. There is no reason why you can’t do that. It’s doable.  

 

Mr. Delbecq said he knew she liked old English. They get a lot of poetry and prose that is fairly direct. They also get a 

lot of contemporary art and writing. It was part of their job to analyze a piece to where they can derive some meaning 

about why certain things are placed where they are or why a character says something, what the title means, etc. They 

try to seek a middle ground between trusting their readers and also ensuring that there is enough information in each 

piece to guide the reader. They want to give the readers clues to figure out the art. They also get a lot of politically 

charged and controversial pieces. Some of them, they disagree with, but they have to look objectively. How would 

you go about reviewing a piece that is against everything you stand for?  

 

Alexandra said she was unbiased. She did not have strong feelings. If someone brings her a piece, if she was super 

against serial killers, but someone said they were great and telling her about a huge Dexter kind of piece that wasn’t 

for her, she would have to think about all the other people. It’s not just art for her. She wanted to know what other 

people like too. She always thought about that. She won’t tell people no just because she doesn’t like something. Tom 

Steiner is a lot like that. You have to interpret what people are saying. Everyone has a different interpretation of that 

piece. If you can’t really understand a piece, you need to think and break it down and ask what this person is thinking.  

 

Ms. Heerdt said all the different editors work together to plan launch parties and plan publications. How can they 

promote student publications through events? 

 

Alexandra said tabling and fliers were the most effective. Getting the word out there is important. If you were going to 

put something on a website about it or on the UNR website… are you talking about events? 

 

Ms. Heerdt said did you have any events to promote a launch of the magazine? 

 

Alexandra said this was what they did a sorority. They did lollipops with literacy. They can do anything like that. If it 

rhymes people like it.  

 

Mr. Delbecq said he was the visual arts director for Brushfire. Congrats on being published, he saw her name and that 

was cool. She had experience in Adobe, how is that specific within design?  

 

Ms. Ewing said she didn’t have proper experience, but having learned the other Adobe programs, she would be down 

to learn it quickly. It interested her a lot which helped, and she had a subscription to it and could get it easily.  



  

 

Mr. Delbecq said sometimes they receive poetry submissions that are controversial. They receive submissions that can 

be morally uncertain among them at times. For example, they received poetry from an application that was beautiful 

written, but it border lined on objectifying women. How would she go about that in the review process? 

 

Ms. Ewing said she would consider if it would insight hatred or it was morally questionable. Student opinions came 

with limits. You can’t publish hateful stuff. There are limits on it. She would consider it in today’s political climate 

but would be careful with those.  

 

Mr. Huffman said it was important that Brushfire, for the editor in chief, to be able to play multiple roles. Especially 

with how many submissions they get, they had 300 this semester, even with designated positions, it was important for 

the editor to be able to do both and help both when they have a challenge that requires more than one person. Do you 

have experience with visual arts and writing? 

 

Ms. Ewing said she had more experience with visual arts such as photography and painting. She didn’t have as much 

experience with writing, she wrote factual writing and had experience in poetry. Not so much short stories, but all this 

interested her. She could always spend time helping out, but she would not be as suited for written submissions as 

much. Visual arts were her thing.  

 

Mr. Huffman said something that kept coming up was that art was all-inclusive and everyone can participate, it was 

paradoxical that even if you review art, you have to be well-versed in several different fields. What is your 

background with art? 

 

Ms. Ewing said a few of her roommates were artists, one is going to NYU. She has some of their paintings and was 

aware of different techniques of digital design, painting, and photography. She was more into photography and types, 

such as landscape, portrait, and abstract photography which is cool but hard. She had photography books at home and 

she was getting better at deciding what make photos special. She was trying to apply it to another artwork. It’s cool to 

look at a photo a know what makes it worth looking at.  

 

Mr. Delbecq said that was his main concern about writing. Mainly because it was like half of their submissions. He 

felt lie it was important to understand what you were reading. With Tyler’s experience, he wasn’t sure why she 

wouldn’t apply for more visual arts positions or research journal positions. That was the path that she was taking. She 

might be better for those areas. She was the most qualified out of the two, but that was his main concern, that there 

was a distance from creative writing and it wasn’t up her alley. It could set them back.  

 

Mr. Solis said was it worth it to not select an editor 

 

Mr. Delbecq said he couldn’t say.  

 

VOTING AND APPOINTMENT OF BRUSHFIRE JOURNAL EDITOR-IN-CHEIF 

 

Mr. Huffman said Tyler was more qualified, but he was torn. It was important for the editor in chief to be aware of 

artistic references. Not everyone in the audience is going to go through all the different ideas, they had to keep in mind 

people who are very artistic and looking forward to being published, to make sure they are interesting and different. 

Editor in Chief makes the ultimate decisions on what goes in and what doesn’t. He wasn’t sure about that.  

 

Ms. Carlson said she agreed with nick. It was obvious that Tyler had more experience, but she thought the lack of 

literary passion was concerning. She agreed.  

 

Mr. Huffman said most of submissions are written and a lot of them are hard to understand. If you don’t have a 

background in that, you wouldn’t know what to think or how to judge it.  

 

Ms. Carlson said she had good visions for Brushfire, she loved the social aspect before the vision.  

 

Mr. Huffman said she was more organized which Brushfire could benefit from. He liked the ideas of giving volunteers 



  

more positions and promoting socials. Maybe it was a discrepancy between being event coordinator vs chief designer.  

 

Nichole Collins said to think about ASUN. Tyler understands ASUN. Alexandra’s lack of knowledge is not a bad 

thing, you can learn about ASUN and the processes. Keep that in your mind.  

 

Mr. Huffman said he was going to say it wasn’t worth it to pick someone today who wasn’t qualified. He felt like 

there wasn’t enough background there. The initial interest in art for her to be editor in chief wasn’t there. She was 

overqualified in other positions, but she didn’t seem like someone who was experienced.  

 

Mr. Delbecq seconded Nick.  

 

Nichole Collins said they could reopen the positions and the candidates could prepare more. They might get some 

more applicants as well. According to the Bylaws, they had to choose someone by the end of February, but if they all 

agreed to extend they could vote on that.  

 

The committee agreed to extend the deadline for Brushfire.  

 

Nichole Collins said she would bring them in and let them know that they cannot make a decision as of today, but they 

will reopen the position and invite them to reapply. Thank you for coming, after lots of discussion, they decided they 

wouldn’t make a decision about editor in chief. They think both of them are qualified and had great attributes, but 

there were things missing from both sides. People were nervous about just throwing someone into the position. They 

will reopen the position and they are encouraged to apply and do more research and see how they could be an asset in 

their leadership and execution of specific things. She hoped they both reapplied and did a separate presentation.  

 

10. ANNOUNCEMENTS Upon the selection of the Brushfire Journal Editor-in-Chief, all candidates will be 

asked to return to the meeting. The Student Media Adviser will announce the outcome of selection process. 

 

11. ADJOURNMENT 

 

 

If you would like a copy of the agenda, please contact 

Nichole Collins, Student Media Adviser,  

At 775-784-7773 or nmcollins@unr.edu 

 


